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2016/17 Financial Year

1,280

$1.87M

122

participants trained

fundraised by
participants

volunteer leadership
opportunities
created

92

2,500+

1,500

qualified coaches
employed

people hosted at
event days

hours of skilled
volunteering

62

1.2M

local community
groups trained

reached on social
media

Since Being Founded in 2005
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$18M+

13,500+

147

fundraised

participants
professionally
coached

cancer research
projects supported
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Chair’s Message
I present this year’s annual report with great delight. I never
cease to be astounded by the way our community comes
together and lives our values of inspiration, empowerment,
support and motivation – they are constantly being exhibited
by our incredible Can Tooers, supporters, cancer researchers
and the thousands of donors supporting our participants.
Yes, the sum is bigger than the parts!

Our Vision
Transforming lives through
improving health and
wellbeing in the community
and supporting the research,
prevention, care and control
of cancer.

Our Mission
Engaging and inspiring
individuals and the
community to achieve
personal health, wellbeing and
altruistic goals.
Enabling and assisting
fundraising to support
innovation in the prevention,
care and control of cancer.

Our Values
Inspire, Motivate,
Support, Empower
“Fun, Fitness, Friends and
Fundraising!”

How privileged we are to be part of a community that
changes lives! The transformation is twofold – we put our
best foot forward challenging ourselves outside our physical
and mental comfort zone, just as our incredible researchers
do in the scientific community. The result is magic! Can Too
Foundation is supporting real advancements in research
and we’re creating fitter, faster, more capable and confident
people who are creating a more altruistic world!!!
The financial year closed with the resignation of our
incredible CEO Susannah Miall. Always living our values,
Susannah has made the decision to move beyond her
comfort zone and reach out to do new things. We wish her
well and thank her for her contribution on the road to raising
$20 million. Susannah’s leadership leaves a stable team and
resilient community, strong enough to face the loss.
Now is the time for another transformation as we head into
our final year with Macquarie Group Foundation as Principal
Supporter. Thank you so much – inspired leadership has
created an incredible partnership. We are so very, very
grateful for the financial support, the training and the
wisdom. We couldn’t have done it without them.
With loss comes opportunity and we are now looking for new
Major Partners as we stride toward $20 million. We would
love to talk to anybody who wants to share this journey.
From the bottom of my heart, thank you everybody for being
part of the magic that is Can Too.

Annie Crawford AM

Founder & Chair
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CEO’s Message

Our Leveraging
Model Explained
Since 2005 we’ve got 13,500+
participants moving, decreasing the
risk of one third of cancers which
are lifestyle-related, while investing
in 147 cancer research projects,
resulting in at least 12 research
breakthroughs.
A “pod” is a local group who train
together for a specific goal such as
SMH Half Marathon and commit
to fundraising for cancer research
and prevention.
Our model leverages donations
to cancer research, investing in
health promotion programs, greatly
amplifying the level of investment
made in cancer research versus a
direct donation.

The dedicated community that supports the Can Too
Foundation has had yet another incredible 12 months
packed full of achievements. This year 1,280 participants
joined our health promotion programs – including running,
ocean swim, and triathlon goals – fundraising $1.873 million
for the prevention, care and control of cancer with 96%
reporting improved physical health and 68% reporting
improved mental health.
Fundraising by the Can Too Foundation’s dedicated
community has this year been invested in 14 of the most
promising cancer research projects nationally. Our major
beneficiary, Cure Cancer Australia, received funding for
12 early-career cancer researchers, ensuring the future of
Australian cancer research in an environment where only
12% of eligible research received government funding this
year. Collaboration beneficiary Cancer Council NSW received
support for two major cancer research projects – including
Associate Professor Phoebe Phillips whose team made a
breakthrough in treating pancreatic cancer in late 2016.
Increasing collaboration in the cancer space remains key to
our strategy, with the Can Too Foundation adding three new
beneficiary partners this financial year – Children’s Cancer
Institute, Garvan Institute, and Kolling Institute.

INVESTMENT

CANCER
RESEARCH

HEALTH
PROMOTION

FUNDRAISING

To become a Pod Sponsor, you
invest in an individual training
program in your local area,
strengthening connections to the
community and increasing local
engagement.
Your investment of $10,000 can
result in up to $100,000 being
fundraised for cancer research by
the local group you’ve sponsored.

“I love the way our Pod Sponsor donation is really a social
investment. Donating $10,000 to the Can Too Foundation enables
fifty or so people to be trained, who in turn raise up to $100,000 for
cancer research. That’s leverage! The result is that a group of people
get fit and healthy, set a great example to all around them, and fund
much more cancer research than I could have with just $10,000!”
– Simon Buckingham (Monthly Swimmers)

Our Net Promoter Score (NPS),
which measures satisfaction
on a scale of -100 to +100,
scored an average +88 in postprogram feedback surveys.
This reflects our strong valuesdriven culture. As a registered
Health Promotion Charity,
our focus continues to be
on providing supportive and
innovative programs which
promote healthy lifestyles
and reduce cancer risks
while raising vital funds for
cancer research projects that
improve future outcomes
for those affected by cancer.
We continue to improve and
diversify our offerings through
feedback implementation,
while focussing on delivering
professionally coached,
inclusive community programs.
Our custom corporate health
and wellbeing programs
have grown again this year.
Partnering with organisations
including CBA, AstraZeneca,
IAG, Curwoods Law Firm,
Steinhoff Group, and Air New
Zealand, we’ve been able
to deliver supportive teamoriented training programs
improving employee’s physical
and mental health while raising
over $140,000 for cancer
research and prevention.
Our first international event
saw the Can Too Foundation
orange shining brightly in
the ‘The Big Apple’, with 74
runners who trained in Sydney

competing in the New York City
Marathon in November 2016,
raising an incredible $218,312.
This paved the way for our very
successful partnership with Air
New Zealand to train runners
locally and travel to compete in
the Queenstown Marathon.
A key challenge for the Can
Too Foundation is securing
community investment for
our training programs, to
continue leveraging fundraising
for cancer research. Our pod
sponsorship program, where
individuals and businesses
invest in health promotion
costs for individual training
locations, continues to be
successful. And my extreme
gratitude goes to our pro bono
providers – Pitcher Partners,
Minter Ellison, and Fancy Films,
in keeping our overheads low
so we can invest more into the
prevention, care and control of
cancer.
We are so grateful to the
Macquarie Group Foundation,
who has been Principal
Supporter since 2005, with
initial seed funding and
then ongoing core funding,
which will end in mid-2018.
We could not have made so
many incredible achievements
without their generous support.
As we approach $20 million,
we look towards the future
and search for our next Major
Partner to believe in the work
of the Can Too Foundation and

onso
Pod Sp

r Since 2008

to walk, run, ocean swim and
cycle beside us on the road to
the next milestone.
I commenced with the Can
Too Foundation over seven
years ago, and it has been a
privilege to lead such a thriving
organisation, as Business
Manager and then as Chief
Executive Officer. In December
2017 I am stepping down from
my role. I’m looking forward to
remaining part of the incredible
community as the Can Too
Foundation continues to evolve
and have such a positive impact
on the community well into the
future.
Thank you so much for
embracing the values-driven
culture that is the heart of
the Can Too Foundation and
believing that together we
can achieve incredible fitness
and fundraising goals. To
our incredible volunteers,
donors, fundraisers, leaders,
and supporters – thank you
for supporting each other to
always go above and beyond.
To our small team of dedicated
staff and our engaged and
active Board; thank you for all
that you do. We have a unique
community behind the Can Too
Foundation and we are well
placed for another successful
year on the road to $20 million.

Susannah Miall

Chief Executive Officer

Can Too Foundation 2016-17
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Investment in Research 2005 – 2017
We’ve always invested in the most promising
research projects furthering innovation across
all cancer types – resulting in at least 12 recent
breakthroughs by cancer researchers we’ve
invested in.
Associate Professor Phoebe Phillips, first funded
by the Can Too Foundation in 2009 and currently
supported, made a breakthrough last year using
nanotechnology to deliver treatment through
drug-resistant scar tissue caused by pancreatic
cancer. Phoebe is just one example of the longterm investment required to gain results, and
the importance of investing in researchers at the
formative stages of their career.

20
5

80

37

Blood Cancers

Childrens Cancers

15 Investments Made

4 Investments Made

Bowel Cancer

Gynaecological Cancers

8 Investments Made

3 Investments Made

Brain Cancer

Lung Cancer

9 Investments Made

4 Investments Made

Breast Cancer

Pancreatic Cancer

25 Investments Made

11 Investments Made

Cancer Genetics & Biology

Prostate Cancer

23 Investments Made

18 Investments Made

Cancer Prevention

Rare Cancers

2 Investments Made

5 Investments Made

Cancer Treatment

Skin Cancers

24 Investments Made

12 Investments Made

NB: Investments include 16 researchers working acoss two cancer types.
6
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Our 2017 Cancer Researchers

Prof Neil Watkins
Osteosarcoma
Garvan Institute of Medical
Research

Dr Fernando Guimaraes
Melanoma
Walter and Eliza Hall
Institute of Medical Research

Dr Natalia Castano
Stomach Cancer
University of NSW

A/Prof Phoebe Phillips
Pancreatic Cancer
University of NSW

Dr George Sharbeen
Pancreatic Cancer
Lowy Cancer Research
Centre

Dr Camille Guillerey
Blood Cancers
QIMR Berghofer Medical
Research Institute

Dr Gillian Gould
Smoking Prevention
University of Newcastle

Dr Clare Slaney
Immunotherapy
Peter MacCallum Cancer
Centre

Dr Jyotsna Batra
Prostate Cancer
Translational Research
Institute

Dr Rochelle D’Souza
Brain Cancer
Queensland University of
Technology

A/Prof Phoebe Phillips
Dr Sumit Sahni
Pancreatic Cancer

Dr Susan Woods
Bowel Cancer

University of Sydney

SAHMRI, University of Adelaide

Dr Yuan Cao
Breast Cancer

Dr Zaklina Kovacevic
Pancreatic Cancer

University of Melbourne

Pancreatic Cancer Breakthrough
2009 | 2012 – 2013 | 2016 – 2017
Phoebe’s team has established a highly
hopeful nanomedicine that could
improve treatment for Australia’s
deadliest cancer—pancreatic cancer.
When tested in mice, the nanomedicine
decreased growth of tumours by 50
per cent—reducing the spread of
pancreatic cancer.

University of Sydney

Can Too Foundation 2016-17
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On the Road to $20 Million
We’ve come so far since 2005.
As we look forward to the amazing milestone of raising $20 million and start planning how we will
one day reach $50 million, we’re looking back on our journey so far and all the incredible things we’ve
achieved as a successful partnership with the community, for the community.

It started with three women taking risks
Annie Crawford AM, Founder & Chair of the Can
Too Foundation, lost her own father to bowel
cancer when he was just 51 years old.

Started in 2005, this simple idea spawned a
movement that has gone on to exceed even the
wildest expectations.

“My dad showed you can take risks,” Annie says.
“It shaped me to be the person I am today.”

“It wasn’t just me taking risks,” says Annie. Julie
White, Chair of the Macquarie Group Foundation
at the time, “could see that I had a good idea,
and she was prepared to take a risk. She also
introduced me to Lyn Stroud, the head of Cure
Cancer Australia at the time, who took a risk by
partnering with me. These two influential women
put their faith in me and it’s led to some incredible
achievements for cancer research and prevention
in the years since.”

Originally working in community mental health
and sexual assault, Annie moved into human
resources, a background vital to creating the
strong supportive culture that the Can Too
Foundation’s programs are known for.
One day Annie was talking to friends about how
people always want to do things but think they
think they can’t and they challenged this idea with
the words ‘Can Too’ – you can too run a marathon
and you can too cure cancer.

Our inaugural program raised $103,937
training for the Blackmores Sydney Running
Festival 2005, which continues to be one of
our flagship programs.

A/Prof Megan Hitchins
Our first researcher – and a breakthrough
Our first group directly funded the work of early-career cancer
researcher Dr Megan Hitchins. Now an Associate Professor
at Stanford University in California, Megan co-led a study in
2011 that found a genetic mutation responsible for making
people susceptible to colorectal, bowel and other cancers. This
breakthrough may help families at risk of hereditary cancers,
and potentially allow treatment to switch back on a vital anticancer gene identified through the breakthrough.
8
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We’ve become
known for safely
facing our fears
Using the overwhelming success of that first
program as a springboard, Annie led by example
and faced her own fears of ocean swimming.
Focussing on a safe, supportive environment,
learning to ocean swim has become the Can Too
Foundation’s most sought-after experience, with
sessions filling up earlier and earlier each season.
Working in collaboration with the community,
strong relationships with local surf clubs make
sure every ocean training session is supported
by dedicated water safety crew familiar with the
beaches we train at. Every summer hundreds
of people learn to ocean swim with the Can Too
Foundation, fundraising nearly $5 million from the
ocean swim training programs alone.

Two years ago my father was battling
the later stages of prostate cancer.
Our social group, Monthly Swimmers,
grew moustaches to raise money for
prostate cancer research, and sent
him a signed photo with a “get well”
card. My father was taken aback, and
would have been even more impressed
knowing the learn to ocean swim
group we sponsored with the Can Too
Foundation went on to fundraise more
than $80,000 to fund a prostate cancer
researcher for a year.
Donny (Monthly Swimmers),
Pod Sponsors 2016 & 2017

“There were so many times where I thought
it wasn’t going to get off the ground. The
fear was palpable. But the memory of
my dad and how he taught me to think
positively and take risks, kept me going,
and is what we’ve all worked hard to foster
in our community.”
Annie Crawford, Founder & Chair
Can Too Foundation 2016-17
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We put it all together to
compete in triathlons

Trail running was launched in Brisbane with an
entry-level program in January 2016, followed by an
intermediate program training for the Glenbrook
Trail Run in Sydney from May 2016.

Joining a triathlon club in Sydney can be a
daunting process. Tri clubs are competitive in
nature and beginners looking to cut their teeth
might not find the support and encouragement
they need to stick it out.

We continue to use participant feedback from
our pilot trail run training programs to make sure
we always offer safe, supportive group training
environments on the paths less travelled.

The Can Too Foundation bridged into triathlons
in 2011 bringing the Can Too community spirit
with it to inspire and motivate participants to
running, swimming and cycling glory.

We’re happy in the
wild once in a while
After successfully training thousands of participants
for road running events across the country, the
Can Too Foundation expanded its offering to give
participants a breath of fresh air.
With the recent surge in popularity of trail running
in Australia, the decision of the Can Too Foundation
to take Can Tooers from the city sidewalks to the
fun and freedom of Australia’s national parks was a
natural move.
10
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From 2018 we are proud to offer entry-level trail run
training programs in Melbourne, Brisbane, Sydney,
and Newcastle, training for goal events such as The
Trail Running Series (VIC), SEQ Trail Running Series
(QLD), and Jabulani Trail Run (NSW).

“Lots of trails just appear off the end of a
cul-de-sac and take you into a hidden place
that feels like a big secret! It’s perfect to
do this kind of running as a group, staying
safe together as we’re “off the grid” at
times, and it opens your eyes to a whole
new running world – new routes, tracks
and scenery you would otherwise never
know about on your own.”
Dawn Hillier-Davis,
Glenbrook Trail Run 2016

We love the comfort
of knowing our travel
partners
Our successful launch into training for international
marathon events is owed to 12 years of
groundwork, strengthening our culture and the
strong sense of togetherness that our community
members feel.
Training for any marathon can be daunting
physically and mentally, balancing training with
professional and personal priorities. Being part of
a group committed to the same goal, creates a lot
of time to get to know each other and build lasting
friendships.

“Running a marathon overseas isn’t
normally the first option when thinking
about making new friends. Over 20 weeks
my pod became family and my run buddy
Holly became confidant and counsellor!
We bonded so quickly; going from polite
conversation to talking candidly about the
transformations (and tribulations) your
body goes through in marathon training!
Thanks so much for putting together this
amazing experience and for gifting me
new friends that I’ll keep for life!!!
Gemma Whitley,
Queenstown Marathon 2017
When you add international travel to the nerves of
competing in a marathon, knowing you can trust
your travel partners to help you get there, and be a
part of a community supporting each other to the
very end – no matter what your race time – is what
makes our international marathon programs such
positive and memorable experiences.
We’ll continue to move beyond our comfort zone
with these programs, mobilising our community to
visit Europe and try out learning a new language,
training for the Berlin Marathon 2018 while raising
funds for cancer research and prevention.

”Air New Zealand is so proud
to have been the official airline
partner of Can Too Foundation
for the Queenstown Marathon in
November 2017.
Can Too Foundation continues to
be the main charity partner we
support in Australia.
We were delighted to have seen 150
Can Tooers attend the Queenstown
Marathon on our additional Sydney
to Queenstown service we put on
exclusively for the marathon.”

Air New Zealand,
Airline Partner 2017

Can Too Foundation 2016-17
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We help develop
fit and functioning
workplace teams
Corporate wellness doesn’t have to just consist of a
gym membership and a fruit box in the lunchroom.
Connecting employees to a cause and empowering
them to make a difference is the key to a successful
corporate engagement program.
Can Too Foundation is known for getting people
moving and fostering strong communities, which
means our impact is naturally aligned with the
objectives of workplace health and wellbeing
programs. For the past three years the Can Too
Foundation has been the choice of a number of
organisations to get their employees moving toward
a better and healthier work lifestyle.

96%

improved
physical health

68%

improved
mental health

Our programs deliver:
•

improved physical and mental health

•

improved connections to employers

•

increased employee engagement and culture.

Some of the organisations we’ve
worked with this year to help deliver
healthier, happier workforces include:

e ca
AstraZen

“The program at AstraZeneca was more
successful than we had ever hoped for;
apart from the amazing feeling of raising
money for cancer research as a collective
effort, people got to know each better on
a personal level. This has had a positive
impact on engagement and collaboration
in our everyday interactions and brought
more fun to the workplace! Fundraising was
easy, from international food days, to BBQs
and cake sales. The corporate program is
fantastic, we are looking at starting our
third program in 2018; no stopping us now!”
Geraldine Murphy, Site Quality Director
12
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We believe
in going above
and “Beyond”
“This is a major part of the future of
the Can Too Foundation. For twelve
years we’ve been building a community
committed to fighting cancer, and this
community-driven offering allows them
to come together outside of a traditional
training program and fund cancer
research by doing even more wonderful
things than they have in the past.”
Annie Crawford, Founder & Chair

Can Too Beyond is a platform that allows
community members to create their own
events and challenges to fundraise for the Can
Too Foundation.
Fundraisers become Can Toorists, travelling
interstate or overseas, as individuals or
creating teams, to compete in events we
don’t train for, but continue giving back to
the community using our platform Can Too
Beyond.
Margaret-Anne Hayes, our highest fundraiser,
has raised an incredible $250,000 for the Can
Too Foundation since 2007, including $30,486
from her fundraising initiative “Jump into June”.
Monthly Swimmers (aka Monthly Stachers)
are “a motley crew of swimmers – legends,
has-beens, could-a-beens and imposters” that
raised $31,000 by holding a relay race against
Can Too’s freshest batch of ocean swimmers.
Nick Abrahams and his team mates paddled
the “Channel of Bones” from Molokai Island to
Oahu in Hawaii raising an incredible $7,340.
Taking down the limits of a traditional face
to face program, Can Too Beyond provides a
platform for passionate community members
to fundraise, limited only by the heights of
imagination, because we believe “You Can Too”
if you put your mind to it and work hard.

”Marathons Around
Australia”
Ben Stammer first trained with Can Too’s
inaugural 2005 program. Twelve years later
he’s still passionate about fighting cancer.
Now a dedicated marathoner and running
coach, Ben created “Marathons Around
Australia” to keep giving back.
Ben is pushing himself in a personal
challenge he’s long wanted to attempt:
to run a marathon in every state and
territory of Australia within a year – that is
8 marathons over 12 months.

“I enjoy getting out for a run, always
have, and if the old body holds
out, I hope I will always will. After
completing two programs with the
Can Too Foundation, I set myself a
new challenge – a marathon in each
Australian state or territory. Can Too
Beyond has allowed me to create my
own event and still fundraise for a
great cause.”
Ben Stammer,
Can Too Beyond
Can Too Foundation 2016-17
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We are so grateful to the
Macquarie Group Foundation,
Principal Supporter 2005 – 2018
Can Too Foundation is 100% community
funded, relying on community investment by
organisations like Macquarie Group Foundation.
According to Lisa George, Head of Macquarie
Group Foundation, “Since 2005 we’ve seen
successful leveraging of Macquarie’s seed
funding and then ongoing core funding support
for its program costs. We’ve invested over $3
million as Principal Supporter of the Can Too
Foundation, which has greatly amplified dollars
invested in cancer research, directed to projects
deemed as most promising in their potential to
find a cure.
“Together we have enjoyed a solid partnership,
in addition providing a range of non-grant
related support – such as CEO mentoring, board
membership and CRM investment – in our
wish to see the Can Too Foundation continue
to thrive, which continued through Can Too
Foundation’s transition to an independent
Australian charity in 2014.”

Macquarie Group Foundation has been
integral in the Can Too Foundation’s journey,
supporting our work every step of the way, so
that we can support our community. We’ve
grown considerably, and our partnership with
the Macquarie Group Foundation will come
to a close at the end of the 2017/18 financial
year, when we expect to reach the $20 million
milestone.
Can Too Foundation is seeking a new Principal
Supporter to invest in the work of the Can
Too Foundation, and secure our future road
to raising $50 million for cancer research and
prevention programs.
We rely on the support of the business
community to continue increasing the health
and wellbeing of our community and delivering
breakthroughs in cancer treatment thanks to
cancer research.

We’re a registered Australian charity that’s
committed to our community.
Can Too Foundation is a company limited by guarantee. We
are registered with the Australian Charities and Not-forProfits Commission (ACNC) and are authorised to fundraise in
all Australian states and territories.
Can Too Foundation is approved by the Australian Tax Office
as a Health Promotion Charity (HPC) and a Deductible Gift
Recipient (DGR), which means all donations over $2 are
tax-deductible. We are committed to upholding the high
standards placed on Australian charities by the community.
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Partner With Us
Partners

We develop partnerships designed to engage your
employees, maximise your brand exposure, build
social equity and fulfil CSR objectives.

Pod Sponsors

ussell
R
a
d
n
a
Am

Sponsor a local training group (pod), where you
can leverage a $10,000 donation to fundraise up to
$100,000 for cancer research and prevention.

Pro Bono & Community Partners
You can invest by offering in-kind, financial and
services support to help us deliver on our dual
mission of increasing community health and
increasing investment into cancer research.

To chat about how we can invest in our
community together, please contact:

Annie Crawford AM

Founder & Chair
anniec@cantoo.org.au • (02) 9096 3649

“To be able to leverage a $10,000
donation to fund a group that raised
$134,934 for Australian cancer
researchers, while getting people fit
and healthy and engaged in their
community, is the ultimate goal
of being a Pod Sponsor. There is a
special team bond when training with
the Can Too Foundation that comes
from a strong organisational culture.
The elation of race day makes you so
proud to be part of the community.”

Thank You To This Year’s Supporters
Principal Supporter
Macquarie Group
Foundation
Partners
Air New Zealand
Brooks
Cancer Council NSW
Cure Cancer Australia
Pod Sponsors
Design Twins
Emma Hogan

($10,000+)

Gill Shearman
Gina Teague
Heather Doig
Monthly Swimmers
Passionflower
Interiors
SC Johnson
Simon Buckhingham
& Annie Crawford
Skye Group (Finz)
Thomas & Ingeborg
Girgenshon

Toocann
International Pty Ltd
Margaret Anne Hayes
(Fundraising)

Oscar Trimboli
(Fundraising)

Pod Supporters (<$10,000)
Andrew Cooper &
Nicole Clements
Dick Smith Foods
Foundation
Joe Zucchiatti

Karen Cooper &
Simon Tuxton
Marc & Sheena Polese
Susanne & Jon North
Thomas Crawford
Zoe Taylor & Grant
Cameron
Pro Bono Providers
Fancy Films
Minter Ellison
Pitcher Partners
Sommer Studio

Can Too Foundation 2016-17
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Board of Directors
Thank you to our skilled and diverse volunteer
Board for maintaining strong governance and
a strategic vision for the Can Too Foundation.
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Annie Crawford AM Chair & Founder

Sheila Bayliss Director

Council Member & Ambassador, Opportunity
International. Bachelor of Arts Social Work, Sydney
University. Graduate, Australian Institute of
Company Directors (AICD). Member of the Order of
Australia AM 2013. Business Women’s Hall of Fame
2013. 100 Women of Influence 2012.

Division Director, Macquarie Group Limited. Solicitor
(admitted in England and Wales). Bachelor of Laws
(LLB Hons), University of Manchester.

Simon Buckingham Director

John du Vernet Director

Currently Non-Executive Director – Pharmaxis Ltd,
Admedus Ltd and Vaxxilon AG. Senior Advisor /
Consultant - Idorsia Ltd. BVSc (Hons), University of
Sydney. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD), University of
Melbourne. Graduate Management Qualification,
AGSM. Graduate, AICD.

Independent Consultant. Managing Director, DT
Digital. Lecturer, Communications Council. Masters
of Business (Marketing), University of Technology
Sydney.
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Sarv Girn Director

Avril Henry Director

Chief Information Officer, Reserve Bank of Australia.
Bachelor of Computer Science (Hons), University
of London. Fellow, AICD. Non-Executive Director,
Reserve Bank Health Society.

Managing Director, AHAA. Fellow, CPA Australia.
Senior Fellow, Finsia. Associate Fellow, AIM. Member,
AICD. Member, AHRI. Senior advisor on cultural
transformation, gender and diversity to Chief of
Army (AUS), ACT Commissioner of Emergency
Services, and Navy’s People & Capability Committee.

Emma Hogan Director

Edith Hurt Director

Independent Consultant. Executive Program,
Stanford University Graduate School of Business.
Cert Excecutive Coaching, Institute of Coaching
& Consulting Psychology. GradDipHR, Deakin
University. Non-Executive Director, AIME. Founder,
Rainbow Jane Foundation. Graduate, AICD.

Policy & Advocacy Manager, Royal Far West.
Managing Director, International Link. Business
Consultant, Executive Coach, Project & Change
Manager. Senior Accredited Facilitator, beyondblue.
Graduate, AICD. Executive Management, Deakin
University. Master of HSM (Policy & Strategy),
Charles Sturt University.

Anne Massey Director

Andrea Tustin Director & Treasurer

Master Connector, Benojo. Independent Chair, The
CEO Institute. Non- Executive Director, InTouch
Data Pty Ltd. Cert Executive Coach. Accredited
DiSC Trainer. Member, Women Chiefs of Enterprise
International.

Bachelor of Commerce, University of South Africa.
Graduate, AICD. Non-Executive Director, Take 3.
Member, CPA Australia. Cert III & IV Fitness.

Can Too Foundation 2016-17
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Financial Statements
Sponsorship /
Donations from nonParticipant SourcesJoining Fees
Can Too Foundation, in its second full
financial year, has provisioned funding
for an estimated 14 innovative cancer
research projects in early 2018.
Total operating surplus is 2% higher
than budget expectations set a year
earlier and is the result of enthusiastic
fundraising support by Can Too
program participants and tight internal
expenditure controls.

Administration

15%

Other Income

22%

6%

6%

Income

$2.827M

Participant Source
Donations

66%

Can Too Foundation has transformed lives
through its two primary strategic goals
of improving health and wellbeing in the
community and supporting the research,
prevention, care and control of cancer.

Expenditure

$2.295M

The small surplus attained will be used to
improve organisational efficiencies through
IT and support future cancer research.
Can Too Foundation is debt free and
maintains sufficient working capital by
managing the timing of cancer research
funding. The financial accounts are overseen
by a dedicated volunteer Board and
independent, external auditors.

Cancer Research
& Health Promotion

85%
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Statement of Income & Expenditure for the Year Ended 30 June 2017
2017
Income

2016

$

Participant Source Donations

$
1,873,512

1,827,547

Sponsorship/Donations from non-Participant Sources

627,475

524,262

Joining Fees

170,454

182,461

Other Income

155,848

151,413

Total Income

2,827,289

2,685,683

Expenditure

$

$

Cancer Research Donations

984,465

1,136,533

Coaching

273,070

325,031

Health Promotion Salaries

390,013

306,601

Other Health Promotion

298,509

207,790

Administration Salaries

219,132

240,730

Other Administration

130,308

128,171

2,295,496

2,344,856

531,793

340,828

Total Expenditure
Surplus

Statement of Financial Position as at 30 June 2017
2017
Assets

2016

$

Cash and Equivalents

$
1,652,065

1,450,704

Receivables

68,771

47,327

Inventory

88,765

48,699

1,809,601

1,546,730

Total Assets
Liabilities
Provision for Cancer Research

$

$
658,580

953,606

Provisions for Employee Benefits

41,076

48,874

Payables

18,884

-

Other

12,795

10,981

731,295

1,013,462

1,065,061

533,268

Total Liabilities
Accumulated Surplus
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Company details
ACN 169 310 696 • ABN 53 169 310 696
13127.17 (VIC) • CFN 23442 (NSW) • CH2618 (QLD) • L 19000833 (ACT) • 22039 (WA)
Can Too Foundation is a public company limited by guarantee.
CAN TOO FOUNDATION
Suite 3.04, 100 William St, Woolloomooloo NSW 2011
P: (02) 9096 3649 • E: info@cantoo.org.au • W: www.cantoo.org.au

We Believe We’re Stronger Together.
Collaboration is key to sustainability, which is why we
invest in cancer research with:

®
Major Beneficiary

